The problem of optimal Weighted Order Statistics (WOS) filters design is first related to the optimal design in a larger class, called Variable Rank Order Statistics (VROS) filters, the results obtained p r e viding guidelines for the approach to be used in WOS filtering. Since adaptive methods applied directly to WOS filter models have to cope with a very ill conditioned problem, the adaptation will act on a model which belongs to Neural Networks (NN) class. This particular neural mcdel can be trained using an algorithm very similar to the classical Backpropagation algorithm. In the final stage of training, the neural model can be made arbitrarily close to a WOS filter.
WOS Filters and Optimal Design Problem

WOS and VROS filters
The archetype of WOS filter is tlie order statistics (OS) filter, which processcs at any time t the input values inside a window X ( t ) of length N = N1 + Nz + 1, including tlre c u i r c~t input z(6), ( 
X ( t ) = [z(t -N , ) . . . z(6) . . . z(t +
N2
2)
where X ( k ) denotes tlie k'tli value in tlie ordered set. This operation can be thought of as being irnplemented by the ordering operator 0 , using the permutation (3) of the elements in the original window for arranging them in decreasing order. The output of the filter will be y ( t ) = X(,)(t) with r , the so called rank of the order statistics, a fixed integer value less than or equal to N .
More flexibility can be added to OS filters if the rank r is allowed to be dependent on the actual permutation P(6). This goal can be achieved by assigning to every permutation a rank, e.g. using a look-up table .
Definition 1 A Variable Rank Order Statistics (VROS) filter performs the ordering of the window X ( t ) using the permutation P ( t ) , then takes the rank r assigned to P ( t ) and finally gives the output
= X(r(P(t))). A more refined way to achieve the permutation dependence of the rank is provided by WOS filters. 
The Approach to Optimality
This paper will deal with the adaptive approach to optimality. The proposed adaptive methods minimize two types of criteria : Mean Absolute Error and Mean Squared Error, although extension to other criteria is straightforward. If the arithmetic mean is taken as an estimate of the statistical mean (ergodicity hypothesis) the optimality criterion can also be quoted as Minimum Sum of Absolute Errors and Minimum Sum of Squares Error respectively.
Problem of Optimal Filter Design Given 0 the input set {X(t)}T=l, the desired output set {d(t)}T=,, 0 the filter class C, find the filter parameters 0' which minimize the criterion The procedure for finding the global optimum in VROS filter class -under any performance criterion which depends on the estimation error -can easily be derived, mainly because tlie selection of a certain rank for a permutation docs not restrict the rank selection for other permutations.
Step 1. For all windows S ( 2 ) find the associated permutation P ( t ) ;
Step 2. Group tlic identical permutations to obtain the set of distinct permutations P = { P ; p }~~= l and tlie sets ?;p of time instants t for which X ( t ) associates with Pip; S t e p 3. For every distinct permutation Pip find the total error resulting if decision is
t€T,p S t e p 4. Find for the optimal VROS the rank associated with the permutation Pip r(P;P) = i* = argmin J ( i p , i)
1
Step 5. Find the rank r of the optimal OS filter nP r = i* = argmin
S t e p 6. For every permutation Pk 4 P , associate the rank r(Pk) found in step 5.
These complete the specification of the optimal VROS'filter. The success of a n y optimum search method applied to minimization problem (4) will be strongly affected by the shape of the hypersurface obtained by evaluating the criterion J in the parameter space.
Some relevant facts about the surface shape are addressed below:
1) It may be easily seen that modifying every weight value with a small enough quantity, the in- filter with modified weights will be identical to the initial one. This implies that any criterion of the form (4) is a locally constant function almost everywhere, excepting a zero measure set (for which at least one inequality becomes equality) where discontinuities appear. This aspect is illustrated Table 2 .
in Figure 1 for a 5-length WOS filter, where the There are N similar processing channels, the i'th cliannel testing if the final decision will be the selection of Xi as output of the filter, only one of the channel outputs being different from 0, the processing flow is described by the set of equations in I for k = 1 to N weights were initially assigned to median filter and then the weights Wl and Wz were varied in the admissibility region described above.
2) Gradient search methods for this problem will fail, since almost everywhere the gradient is zero.
In order to cope with such an ill conditioned optimization problem, it is obvious that something in the structure of the WOS filter must be controlled, to eliminate the roughness of decision making for a while until significant steps in optimization are made. Smoothing the criterion surface with respect to the parameters will make possible the use of gradient based methods.
--I and j < k;
We depicted in Figure 2 the structure of the
WOS filter in order to show the points where hard k=l decisions occur. The WOS filter class will be replaced in our minimization problem with another class which contains the former and for which the minimization is feasible. The optimization will be carried in such a way that a t the final search stage, the optimum will be a WOS filter. In order to use a gradient based minimization method, the gradient direction must be defined in almost every point in the parameter space. This can be obtained if in all cases when a weight changes, the criterion value changes too. If the step nonlinearities will be replaced with smooth nonlinearities in the third and forth level in Figure 2 ( h1 and h2 cells ) , any change in the weights value will produce a variation in the output, which will affect the criterion value. 
Increasing the value of a , the sigmoidal function can be made as close as needed to a hard nonlinearity, in the late stages of the search.
For the MAE criterion, the gradient computation is not well defined when the error is zero due to nondifferentiability a t origin of the absolute value function. To overcome this, the absolute value function will be smoothed also using one sigmoidal-type nonlinearity, but with different asymptotic levels, -1 and 1, instead of those asymptotic levels used in (5) which are 0 and 1:
7.2-1.4
where Jt denote the "smoothed" mean valued of the error at time t .
We are now able to compute the gradient for the criterion (7) as an application of the general Forward Backward Training Algorithm [3] to the structure in Figure 2 .
The usual problem in Neural Network modelling is to approximate, with a N N model, a given input-output pattern distribution. Our problem is different in the major aspect that the input-output pattern distribution must be obtained for a specific structure model (with known parameters in most of the layers, and with hard nonlinearities).This fact determines the specific structure of the Search strategy in Fig.4 .
The innermost loop (Loop 2 in Fig. 4) updates the vector W using the gradient of criterion (7) with respect to the parameters in vector W . It tries to override the traps represented by the local minima in the following way: after the gradient direction is computed, a search on this direction is performed, looking for an "optimal" step. If the criterion does not improve in any of the points tested along the negative gradient direction, the iteration of Loop 2 will be stopped; otherwise the parameter updating will be continued, using tile optimal step.
The Loop 1 in Fig. 4 is used to modify the steepness of the nonlinearities, using the parameters a, p, 7. These parameters determine the closeness Figure 4 : Search Strategy of the NN model to a WOS filter but also affect criterion (7). We allow only the increasing of steepness, even if this will increase the value of criterion (7); this is similar to a "deterministic simulated annealing" procedure since the a, p and 7 parameters can be seen as inverse proportional to the "temperature" in the corresponding N N layers. The outermost loop, Loop 0 in Fig. 4 will be used for restarting the algorithm after a local optimum N N model (very close to a WOS filter) was found. The starting parameter point will be randomly generated uniformly in the admissible space described in 2.1. In the final stage of the algorithm, the best local minimum point will be selected from the local minimum points obtained during training.
3. S i m u l a t i o n results In this section some results relevant for a 5-length window filter design will be presented, for an artificial training set in which :
0 The desired input is a 10-sample period square wave of levels -20 and 20. 0 The input signal z ( t ) is the sum of the desired signal and an independent and identically distributed noise with Gaiissian-contaminated pdf with contamination ( = 0.1.
Optimal OS and VROS filters
The running of the optimal OS and VROS design procedure from Table l , produced the following results : the optimal OS filter is the median filter, for which the value of the MAE criterion is Jmedian = 2.61. In the data set there were 108 different permutations, for which we associated the optimal ranks as in Table 1 . To the 12 permutations which were not found in the data set it was associated the rank 3, as in the optimal OS (median); the value of the MAE criterion for this filter was J=1.29. Since optimal criterion value obtained in VROS filter class shows a significant improvement over the optimal OS filter class, one can expect that the optimal WOS filter also will constitute a significant improvement over OS class.
Optimal WOS filter
An exhaustive search procedure was applied in order to evaluate all different WOS filters for cri- We have applied the procedure described in section 2, using 23 different initial starting points, selected uniformly in the admissible parameter space and using a policy of steepening the nonlineari- Optimal WOS filter design was shown to be a difficult problem. This paper reveals some aspects which were not considered in the previous attempts to solving this problem.
In many situations there are a many WOS fiiters which perform better than optimal OS filters, but there also exist a large number of filters with worse behavior. Consequently, the effectiveness of the procedure used for WOS filter design seems to be a crucial criterion for using WOS filters.
Our procedure was shown to cope successfully with the ill conditioned problem of adaptive WOS filter design, providing effective solutions. scribed in this paper may be the following: a)Preprocessing level : Use the procedure in Table 1 to find the Optimal OS filter and optimal VROS filter and decide, according to 1.3 whether or not the WOS filter design is needed.
